Call for the Papers for the Special Session on

(Special Session Theme)

“Emerging Trends & Technologies in Computing & Management (ETTICM)”

Session Chairperson: Prof. Hardeep Singh

Aim: The main aim of this special session is to discuss about the Emerging Trends and Technologies in Computing and Management. This session aims to bring together leading academic scientists, researchers and research scholars to exchange and share their experiences and research results about all Emerging Trends and Technologies in Computing and Management. This will provide a forum for the interaction and integration in the related disciplines.

Areas of Coverage (sub-themes)

The scope of this special session is related to the below given topics but not limited to these. The researchers/authors are open to send UNPUBLISHED GOOD QUALITY RESEARCH PAPERS apart from the below topics related to the session area:


Submit your original Full length paper for presentation and publication on geniussodhi@gmail.com

Special Note: All submissions must be plagiarism free.

Session Chairperson Details

Hardeep Singh working at present as Assistant Professor & Head Training & Placement Department at Ferozepur College of Engineering & Technology (FCET), Ferozepur in Punjab is life member of many national & international bodies like IAER, CSI, IACSIT, IEDRC, ASR MAG, APBITMS, IFRSA, ISTD, PCMA, IIEM, IETE, BPM. He has received numerous Awards from prestigious institutions of international repute and has been esteemed to deliver Key-Lectures/Invited Talks/Expert Lectures at various seminars and conferences at national/international level. He is Gold Medalist in his studies and has published more than 100 papers in journals of national/international fame. He has also received “Best Young Teacher Award 2016”; “Best Young Researcher Award 2017” and “Republic Day Achievers Award 2018”. Currently he has been invited as Conference Chair with International Conference on Communication, Management and Information Technology (ICCMIT 2018) April 2-4 2018 to be held at University of Politecnica de Madrid, Madrid, Spain. Constraint in space provides limited provision to enumerate his laurels as he is a genius person devoted devoutly to his academic pursuance.

Contact Details

E-Mail: geniussodhi@gmail.com

Mobile: +91-94176-60484

Last Date of Paper Submission: March 30, 2018 (FRIDAY)

Paper Acceptance Notification: April 15, 2018 (+/- two days)